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Rats

Nocturnal Pest, found in drains, high 

places, dark, protected and hidden 

areas

Cockroaches
Nocturnal Pests, found in drains, 

compact places, hot and humid areas

Flies

Feed on Organic matter, found around 

moisture, garbage, debris and sugary, 

rotten material

Mosquitoes
Feed at dawn and dusk,  found around 

standing water, organic material 

Mongoose
Feed on meat, cereals, crops, live in  

soil burrows

Termites
Social Insects, found around wood and 

soil

Ants

Found around cracked building and 

sugary materials, in soil, underground, 

and wood structures

Lizards
Feed on insects, prefer to live in hot 

and humid environment

Cats & Dogs
Carnivorous animals can be found on 

all around open places

Birds
Nest making in our dark and protected 

areas

Bedbugs

Cosmopolitian, found in compact 

undisturbed places e.g. matrices, 

furniture

Stinging Insects

Release Venom, found in shady and 

sugary material, inside tree cavities 

and under edges of objects

Swarmer Cause nuisance, present around lights

Spiders

Minute Insect Predators, found in dark 

and protected places like attics, barns, 

backyards and gardens

Ticks & Fleas

Biting blood feeders, prefer to live in 

undisturbed areas and on pets and 

rodents

Crickets
Mostly live in dark cracks & crevices, 

around damp and soggy areas

Snakes

Bite and release venom mostly live in 

warm tropical climates, predator of 

insects, rodents, eggs and birds

Centipedes/

Milipedes

Predators, Nocturnal pests, prefer to 

live in dark and humid places around 

soil, litter, and crevices

Aphid/Jassid

Found around tender plants ,release 

honey dew and attractnat to other 

pests

Hoppers

Humidity, precipitation, almost hot 

days, moderate nights and frequent 

rainfall are their arrival days

Mealybugs
Found around sugary substances, and 

tender plants

Frogs
Found around vegetation, lawns, water 

and soil

Moths
Mostly found around lights, in infested 

food packages
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